so to speak, rather than birth and nurturing. With respect to the press, we are dealing exclusively with daily newspapers and their personnel, especially in their information-processing roles. With respect to the environment we postulate five positive characteristics: a solid core of ecological content; a recognition of worldwide problems of crisis proportions; a component of conscience, of a person's value system; a commitment to private and public action; and a comprehensive rather than a compartmentalized approach to change in people-land relations (see Schoenfeld and Disinger, 1978) . distinctive term for their overall concern (see Van Buren, 1972) , if only for the convenience of headline writers. Thus an examination of the evolution of a particular term can provide some clues to the recruiting activities of claims-makers in the early construction of a social problem, and to the role of the press in its delineation. The terms "environment" and "environmental" serve these purposes admirably, and will be used as a focus of our own study.
The most complete discussion to date of the development of "the environment as a social problem" is by Albrecht and Mauss (1975) , who effectively outline definitions and interpretations, parameters of consensual reality, public opinion, champions and their interests, ecology as a social movement, and the legacy of environmentalism. But they tend to slight what is the central point of our paper-the absence of the press in the early stages of environmental claims-making. True, the press in the 1960s did consider some environmental issues, but they did so singly, rather than holistically. For example, as early as 1961, a Milwaukee Journal writer embarrassed the University of Wisconsin by charging that it had a "total lack of commitment to environmental education" (see Schoenfeld and Ross, 1978:452) . In 1966 the same paper won a Pulitzer prize for its series, "The Spreading Menace-the Pollution of Wisconsin's Waterways" (Kienitz and Koshallek, 1966) . In 1968 Robert Cahn won another Pulitzer for his classic Christian Science Monitor series on "Will Success Spoil Our National Parks?"2 But these stories were written in ways marking them as updates of a bygone conservation movement, with few concepts from the new humankind-environment-technology system approach to ecological thinking. The New York Times did name an "environmental reporter" (Gladwin Hill) in mid-1969, but did not report the political intricacies in the emergence of the unprecedented National Environmental Policy Act in 1968-69, or its deeper social significance (Schoenfeld, 1979) .
THE MAKING OF THE ENVIRONMENT AS A SOCIAL PROBLEM
In the 1960s, wanting to energize the public's awareness of what were early identified as "the four P's"-pollution, pesticides, population, and people's habits (Brennan, 1974 )-the early claims-makers apparently sought some compelling words that would signify a new, much more comprehensive approach to what Leopold (1933) had called a "man-land ethic." Steadily there emerged "environment," "environmental," "environmentalist"-each an old technical term adapted to a new popular purpose.
The Change From the Categories of "Conservation"
Much earlier, the comparable terms were "natural resources," "conservation," and "conservationist," ones with reasonable operational utility and great respectability (see Hays 1959) . But by the 1960s they were inappropriate at best and at worst misleading as ways of referring to the new ecological concepts.
For example, the old terms were associated with a "one-problem, one-solution" approach to resource issues (Odum, 1973) , because as it became institutionalized conservation had also become compartmentalized. Under "conservation" in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, for example, there are no listings for that term per se; one is directed to "see Forest, Soil, Nature, Wildlife, etc." As the nation identified various conservation problems, it created discrete legislative acts and administrative bureaus to deal with them, such as the Forest, Reclamation, Park, Fish and Wildlife, Soil Conservation, Land Management, and Water Pollution Control bureaus.
2. In 1%8-69, Cahn was the only Washington correspondent to recognize and cover the significance of NEPA (Finn, 1973) . He later became one of the three initial members of the President's Council on Environmental Quality created by the Act. The 1970 CEQ annual report he authored became the first standard reference on national environmental issues (Schoenfeld and Disinger, 1978) . Now a Cahn (1979) book interprets the case of the snail darter versus TVA's Tellico Dam as signifying the ultimate arrival of a national ecological conscience, aided by a press that gave the issue quantitative (though not qualitative) coverage.
What one agency might do in its best interests could vitiate the work of another agency, and no agency served as referee. As a President's Advisory Committee reported (US, 1965:2) , "Arrangements [to deal with conservation] have grown on a piecemeal basis .... The current organization is a hodgepodge." Clearly, "conservation" was not a term connoting applied ecology, a systems approach to resource management. 3 "Environment," however, has its own extensive entry in the Readers' Guide today.
The term "conservation" had another flaw, its "boondock" overtones. Its universally recognized symbols had become Smokey Bear and contour plowing, both associated with open country-"out there." The environmental problems of the '60s, however, were as much urban as rural, and needed an overall concept large enough to include "city" and "suburbia" (Reid, 1970; Ezersky, 1972) , not just the hinterland.
Certainly the conservation movement had involved and expressed a concern for the wise management of resources that might otherwise dwindle, but its major term was never used to imply an imminent threat to the human condition. What early environmentalists foresaw, instead, was humankind as the most endangered species of all. "Conservation," wrote Darling (1969:199) , "has traditionally been concerned with natural resources, ... but the science of applied ecology must now logically include the human species as an organism to be conserved." Zinn (1970) stressed that' 'conservation is no longer just the story of vanishing wildlife and vanishing wilderness areas. . . . As we stop and look at our total environment, it has taken on the meaning of human survival." And Marx (1970:951) asserted that "the philosophical root of the ecological perspective is the idea that man is wholly and ineluctably embedded in the tissue of natural processes," whereas the conservation movement had merely "attracted people with enough time and money to e,njoy the outdoor life."
Perhaps "conservation's" most serious shortcoming, however, was its strong associations not only with a nice-Nellie type of nature study, but also with Depression pump priming, resource "development" and national defense. For new-breed ecologists espoused a sort of counterculture that some might consider "subversive" because it called into question the sanctity of the GNP as a measure of national well-being (Shepard and McKinley, 1969) .
In tracing the shift from "conservation" to "environment," we reviewed newspaper, periodical, and book indexes and other reference data, and concluded that the significant dates in the evolution of terminology specifically "environmental" appear to be these:
1959-Raymond Dasmann (1959) bridges semantic eras with a text called Environmental Conservation. (Dr. Dasmann was at the time a California wildlife ecologist who had an early vision of "the need for an integrated approach to the problems of the human environment." He was by no means the first to "consider the history of human populations in relation to natural resources, their present predicament, and their future outlook"; Marsh had done that as early as 1864.' Nor was Dasmann the first to employ the term "environment" in an ecological sense; Aldo Leopold had done so in 1933.' But Dasmann was the first to create "environmental" as a comprehensive label for a new or at least a revitalized view of humankind-nature interdependencies.)
3. "Environment" is understood to be "the system of interrelationships among society, economics, politics, and nature in the use and management of resources" (Gold, 1978:227 (Darling and Milton, 1965) , and Restoring the Quality oj the Environment, a U.S. government report are published. 1966-Faculty committees on "environmental studies" emerge in colleges and universities (Schoenfeld and Disinger, 1978) . Resources For the Future publishes Environmental Quality in a Growing Economy. 1967-Prototype bills appear in Congress providing for a high-level "environmental quality council" (Finn, 1973) 1970-National Wildlife, originally dedicated to "the wise use of natural resources," becomes pledged to "improving the quality of the environment"; Fortune devotes an entire issue to "The Environment"; Earth Day, 22 April, raises "environmental quality" into the consciousness of the general public and the daily press as a "social problem" (Dunlap and Gale, 1972; Schnaiberg, 1973; Sills, 1975) .
THE PRESS AND EARLY ENVIRONMENTAL CLAIMS·MAKING
As appears apparent, the early chronology of environmental terminology featured books, journal articles, agency reports, convention speeches, citizen movements, Congressional acts, and specialized periodicals rather than newspaper coverage. It certainly seems that prior to 1969-1970 newspapers were slow to play much part in recognizing "environmentalism" (Pryor, 1972; Sellers and Jones, 1973; Witt, 1974) . For example, Schoenfeld (1979) has described how not just the New York Times but newspapers generally tended to overlook the evolution and eventual passage of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969, by any environmental standards a "landmark" piece of federal legislation (Finn, 1973) .
Early environmental reporters had trouble with both the substance and the style of environmentalism. Because they had written about nature, or outdoor recreation, or science, or public affairs, or been on assignment beats, they had real difficulty comprehending and communicating the people-resources-technology system-the Marsh-Leopold-Commoner insight that "everything is connected to everything else." They found it especially hard to recognize and describe sound, fair trade-offs among energy, economy and environment. This was an era of a journalism of uncertainty (Schoenfeld, 1980) . Then Fortune magazine in 1970 anointed "The Environment" as "The National Mission of the '70s" and "the environment" and related terms increasingly entered the press' lexicon for labeling the new way of looking at humankind-habitat relationships. By 1971, editorials on environmental issues were common (Dennis, 1978) . 6 What was it that finally vaulted the press into the environmental decade? Rachel Carson's Silent Spring in 1962 has been described (Trefethen, 1975) as "the blockbuster" that first alerted America to environmental hazards. It did that, but it was still essentially a single-issue approach. Lynton Caldwell's "Environment: A New Focus for Public Policy" in 1963 was a catalytic paper, but reached only a scholarly audience. So did the "Future Environments of North America" symposium in 1965. The unique House-Senate colloquium on "A National Policy for the Environment" in 1968 prodded Congress but received minimum press coverage. Some sociologists have seen the big coverage of the Santa Barbara oil spill in 1969 as triggering massive environmental concern, but others have attributed the rise of a public environmental awareness to the media's extensive attention to Earth Day.
We would agree, however, with Roth (1978) , that the single most effective environmental message of the century was totally inadvertent-the 1969 view from the moon of a fragile, finite spaceship earth. That sight made much clearer Adlai Stevenson's verbal image a decade before: here we are, partners on a very small planet, with nothing between us and infinity but what we have and make of it. It was a powerful visual message, indeed, one highlighted especially by WaIter Cronkite and the CBS Evening News, and later fixed in people's minds by its appearance on posters and buttons. By conquering the frontier of outer space, Americans seemingly discovered another frontier, the search for a state of harmony between humankind and the only earth we have; and reporters and editors watched-and responded.
But did the daily press really reflect positive environmental claims-making once its journalists had entered an environmental decade? To address that question more empirically, we must first settle more specifically just what concepts were implied in the term "environmental" as positive environmental claims-makers seem to have used it to construct a social problem. A comprehensive set of such concepts was summarized this way in the first issue of The Journal oj Environmental Education in Fall 1969:' In locus, the fouled, clogged streets of the city quite as much as the scarred countryside.
In scope, a comprehensive, interrelated humankind-environment-technology system.
In focus, global environmental impacts of crisis proportions threatening the well-being of an over-populated planet.
In content, tough ecological choices, not easy unilateral fixes.
In strategy, long-range impact analyses and rational planning.
In tactics, grass-roots participation in resource policy formation-in the streets and through institutional channels.
In prospect, a necessary reliance on alternative sources of energy.
In philosophy, a commitment to less destructive technologies and less consumptive lifestyles.
In essence, a recognition of pervasive interdependencies, that everything is connected to everything else-what Perlinski (1975:50) has called "the principal intuition of the 20th century." 6. By 1972, sociologists had begun to recognize "environmental sociology" as "a new paradigm." See Morrison et 01., 1974; Catton and Dunlap, 1978. 7. Schoenfeld, 1969:1-4 . Ecologist "claim-makers" Quoted include Durward Allen, Matthew Brennan, Charles Dambach, Samuel Dana, Raymond Dasmann, Gordon Harrison, Roderick Nash, Ruben Parson, Frederick Sargent, Joseph Shomon, and Stewart Udall.
It would be a mistake, of course, to assume that all of these concepts have been shared equally by all the individuals, groups and agencies flying an environmental flag. Yet it would be an equal mistake not to concede that some glimmering of an ecological conscience has illuminated some public discussions and inspired some public actions. Has the press participated extensively in engendering that conscience, carrying out what Molotch and Lester (1974) call the role of newsmaking as "purposive behavior?" To what extent have newspapers utilized the concepts just listed as crucial to the social reality pictured by early positive environmental claims-makers?
DATA FROM STUDIES OF NEWSPAPER COVERAGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
First, have reporters and editors heeded Udall's (l963:xii) emphases on taking the environment "out of the countryside and into the city?" The Tichenor et 01. study in Minnesota (1973a) showed that what people learn and what attitudes they develop depend most on whether they live in the city where the problem exists. Yet studies of environmental coverage in Oregon (Hungerford and Lemert, 1973), Kansas (Althoff et 01., 1973) , and North Carolina (Murch, 1971) show that, in those states at least, newspapers and other news media may tend to report pollution issues more readily if they are not local. Murch even posits a relationship between such media behavior and tendencies of the public in Durham to perceive air pollution as more severe elsewhere (increasingly as the reference was further away from Durham), despite scientific measures classifying air pollution in Durham at the time as more severe than the national average. Harris (1970) found a similar situation in Oregon.
Perhaps the varied ways information can be processed by the media can account for some of the varied aspects of environmental frames of reference found in many studies (e.g., Horn, 1969; Stamm, 1970; Consantini and Hanf, 1972; Buttel et 01., 1974; Harrison and Sarre, 1975) . The structure of the reporter's information-processing role, or beat, and his environmental social reality, may be especially important to study. In 1972, Witt (1974) sent a questionnaire to all reporters who volunteered their names for a list of environmental reporters published in 1970 in a leading trade journal. Among his findings were that the reporters were perturbed that they could not define environment well for themselves or for their readers. Such vagueness may suggest the potential for public confusion on environmental cognition and frames of reference.
To gain better understanding of such aspects of roles on news staffs, Griffin (1977) set up a survey based on the "leads" to 30 hypothetical news stories. The topics ranged from ones with strong rural to ones with strong urban overtones, all of which had some "evironmental" angle. He sent this questionnaire (in 1974) to a probability sample of 394 of the 1 ,774 daily newspapers in the United States, as listed in the 1974 Editor and Publisher Yearbook. An accompanying letter instructed the managing editor to give the questionnaire to the newsperson on the staff most likely to cover "environmental" news. Griffin received 105 replies (27070), biased somewhat toward larger papers with established environmental beats, but also including generalists who cover environment (about half the respondents), mostly on smaller papers. (His special validation questions generally supported the respondents' roles as primary environmental news "gatekeepers" on their staffs.) The respondents rated each hypothetical news story on separate Likert-type scales according to 1) how important the story was, 2) how "environmental" the story was (as compared with other kinds of news), and 3) how likely it was that they, rather than some other reporter, would cover the story. Separate factor analyses of each set of scales disclosed three primary and correspondent factors: "Resource Use (or misuse)," "Observation (or appreciation) of Nature," and aspects of the "Urban Milieu."
In 1977, Holcomb did a very similar study in Wisconsin, querying all environmental reporters and all editors on the roster of all daily newspapers in that state. Replies were received for 26 of 33 environmental reporters (79%) and from 22 of 35 editors (63%). The factor results were essentially the same as in the initial study, reinforcing its validity and reliability.
Unfortunately, there are no data to establish whether the existence of the "urban milieu" factor actually represents a change from what might have been found five or ten years earlier. But these two fairly recent studies do suggest strongly that not only the traditional, rurally-based "resource use" and "nature" orientations but also more urban ones are now a part of the somewhat fluid social reality of the environment perceived in at least some newsrooms today. ' But what of the other concepts environmental claims-makers attempt to impart in their use of the term? How have U.S. newspapers dealt wfth many of the other such concepts summarized in that valuable list from The Journal oj Environmental Education? O'Meara (1978 analyzed the environmental content of the New York Times (NYT) and the Chicago Tribune (CT) from 1962-1977, studying 24 randomly selected weekday issues each year. He chose those papers as reasonably representative of the U.S. press as a whole. Any such choices would be somewhat arbitrary, of course, but these were not wholly so. Both papers are well-established, widely read, and rated highly by evaluators of U.S. dailies (Merrill 1968) , but have very different geographical and political perspectives. Both employed specialized environmental reporters in 1969 (Editor and Publisher, 1970) . Cirino (1971) argued that NYT's reportage was consistently perhaps the most comprehensive in the country, making it reasonable to assume that if a significant national event or issue escapes NYT's attention, it will also escape that of the daily press as a whole.
O'Meara examined only environmental news and feature stories, not editorial comment. To qualify as "environmental," a story had to encompass in a positive way at least one of the key concepts espoused by early environmental claims-makers, as listed previously in this paper. His are the best available data of this type. ' One trend O'Meara investigated was whether the arrival of "the environmental era" led to more column inches of environmental stories reporting "side effects," stories acknowledging the interrelatedness of the humankind-environment-technology system by linking two or more environmental issues. For both dailies there was a significant increase from the period 1962-1968 to the period 1969-1977 in the proportion of column inches on discrete environmental issues that mentioned side-effects.'· There was a special surge in column inches linking two or more broad environmental topics in both papers in 1970-71. In those years, at least in the NYT and the CT, environmental reportage did adopt the comprehensive scope of the environmental claimsmakers. Even though the space devoted to such environmental stories declined in both papers after those peak years, it was not to pre-1968 levels.
What of the environmental concept of an impending worldwide human overpopulation problem approaching crisis proportions, a problem some ecologists have labeled as the most serious facing the world (e.g., Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 1970) ? O'Meara found that neither the NYT nor the CT gave much attention to this issue, either before 1970 or since. The reasons are not clear; it may not be deemed worthy of much attention, there may not be recurring local or national news pegs to add to its salience, or references to birth control may be tabooed in the newsrooms. On this issue, then, such newspaper coverage does not seem to have contributed to the construction of a social reality sought by early environmental claims-makers. Interestingly, Simon (1971) found that Illinois residents made no connection between the issues of population and pollution.
8. In a concurrent North Carolina study, Clary et 01. (1977:52) also found that opinion-makers in that state give higher priority to environmental "problems that plague urban areas" than to yesterday's "wildlife and natural area conservation aesthetic concerns." 9. Despite all these disclaimers, we still have to admit that such data could be skewed because the figures are for only two papers, not the U.S. press as a whole. As a hedge against bias, we assume in our analysis that the NYT is a better indicator of what the press may have missed than what the press included in its coverage. 10. We use the term "significant" here in a statistical sense. We computed a difference of means test between the eras reported in Figure I . We found an F of 16.94 (p < .(01). For space reasons, the complete analysis is not shown here.
What of the space each paper gave to another measure of impending crisis, the tendency of the natural or manufactured substances people put into the ecosystem to threaten environmental solvency or human health on a massive scale? Coverage of that issue in both papers showed a marked peak in 1970-71; thereafter it received only intermittent attention.
Has the reportage in these papers probably supported the fundamental strategic concept of long-range environmental impact analysis and rational planning? On this issue, O'Meara's evidence is equivocal. No public document so epitomizes the concept as the federal National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. In fact, in 1977 the Wisconsin editors he surveyed told Holcomb that NEPA really had stimulated their environmental coverage by "officializing" environmental issues. But O'Meara's analyses of 1962-1977 coverage in the NYT and the CT found very little evidence of attention to NEPA or its instrumentalities after its passage in 1969. It could be, of course, that environmental writers are well aware of "the profound impact" NEP A has had "on agency decision-making" (Finn, 1973:296) , but that they seldom rehearse that role in their news stories." But these two key papers do seem to have emphasized public participation in resource policy formation. Beginning in the late 1960's and early 1970's, O'Meara found an increase in NYT and CT stories about individual and group action to "dramatize and battle pollution" and to seek court redress where natural amenities were threatened. (In his 1977 survey, Wisconsin newspersons told Holcomb the popular environmental movement was still rating coverage in their papers, although not quite on the same scale as earlier. Action by the general public had apparently been upstaged somewhat by new federal and state environmental protection agencies.)
Did the daily press frequently relate burgeoning -even conspicuous-consumption of energy in this country to a finite supply? More specifically, did reportage reflect the coming energy crunch predicted by environmentalists as early as the 1960s? Apparently not: O'Meara found little or no coverage of energy resources issues until 1971. It then increased a bit until 1973-74, when it shot up to more than twice the linage as in 1972-probably in direct response to Arab oil embargo news pegs, not to any particular foresight. '2 Energy coverage then declined until 1977 when President Carter's "moral equivalent of war" claim returned the issue to the press agenda. (When asked if energy issues had had an effect on environmental coverage, Wisconsin reporters and editors told Holcomb that the energy crunch had provided them with "new local news pegs" on such topics as home insulation, energy conservation, alternative sources of energy and transportation modes. So, in Wisconsin, the dailies apparently did not anticipate the resource scarcity issue, but did quite a bit with it once it surfaced elsewhere.)
What of the truly crucial environmental concept (e.g., in Udall, 1963) that there are inevitable limits to growth in an ecosystem of finite resources-for flora or fauna or plain folks? Adjusted for changes in the "news hole,'''' the total column inches of environmental coverage in the issues of the NYT sampled by O'Meara rose from 119 in 1962 to 1259 in 1970, and then declined to 683 in 1977. For CT the comparable figures were : 1962, 70; 1970, 1036; 1977, 791 . Such data seem to suggest that this environmental reportage itself has inadvertently demonstrated there are indeed limits to growth! II. NEPA has in fact drawn mixed reviews. FOr example, because it has energized' 'a staggering amount" of litigation in the courts and hence wasted resources in "producing papers," Fairfax (1978:743) has damned NEPA as "a disaster in the environmental movement." But President Carter (1978:AI7) would seem to have expressed a consensus when he recently asserted that NEPA has had "a dramatic and beneficial influence on the way new projects are planned." 12. Dangerfield et 01. (1975) discovered a similar lack of foresight on the part of news magazines in anticipating the 1973-74 energy crunch. 13. "Newshole" is newsroom parlance for the total column inches of "white space" available to the editor after column inches devoted to advertising have been preempted by the advertising manager. Obviously, this "newshole" varies somewhat issue by issue.
Assuming NYT and CT data are reasonably representative of the U.S. daily press as a whole, it may be generally significant that, once environmental reporting was in the newsroom "beat" structure, the level of NYT and CT environmental coverage in 1977 was markedly above the 1962 base-point. Whether daily press "routinizing" (Tuchman, 1973) will continue to support the 1977 level of environmental reportage may well hinge on how vigorously contemporary environmental and energy claims-makers try to influence other people to accept their view of social reality, and on some newspersons continuing to "negotiate" social reality (see Molotch and Lester, 1974) .
THE DAILY PRESS: WHY MORE THERMOMETER THAN BAROMETER?
It seems apparent from the chronology of environmental terminology that communication media in general can indeed participate in an active, not an antiseptic, role in the construction of a social problem. But what of the role of the daily press per se?
A number of theoretical models have been constructed to describe the movement of information from one social system to another. Kaufman (1972) and Kotler (1972) seem to support the view that information about "change goals" is disseminated by claims-makers to the communications subsystems and thence to the public and the government. Tichenor et al. (l973b:271) , on the other hand, posit that the flow is "from professional and interest group concern through independent publication and attention in government to mass media attention and public concern." The data we have so far reviewed-from our own environmental terminology chronology study and in the review of O'Meara's NYT and CT analyses-both tend to support the latter information diffusion model.
Still the press has not been irrelevant to the apparent success of environmental claims-makers: it has played a role in the tripartite audience-media-society mix (see DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach, 1975) . In their treatment of environmental issues, some newspapers have apparently either reinforced or retarded the activities of various environmentalists. For example, a California editor has observed that in his city a slacking off in environmental reportage has led to a decline in popular environmental action, while an Illinois reporter attributes environmental ordinances in his city to the extensive press coverage given "the squeaky wheel of environmental activists" (Schoenfeld, 1980) . But to deal with the role of the press more systematically, it is possible to interpret development of NYT and CT environmental reportage in its relationship to Spector and Kitsuse's (1977) "stages in the natural history of social problems." The first is the early making of claims about a putative problem, the recruitment of strategic support, the creation of a political issue. In the second, there is official recognition of the problem and the establishment of an agency to respond-for example, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Environmental Protection Agency. In the third, claims and demands by the original groups or by others reemerge, and dissatisfaction is expressed with the established procedures for dealing with the imputed conditions-such as acrimonious debate over "environment vs. energy" (see also Zald and Ash, 1966) . A possible fourth stage is one in which complainant groups lose all confidence in the official agency or agencies and seek to create counter-institutions-the "Sun-Day" impetus, for example. As the graph in Figure 1 indicates, in the formative stage of the environment as a social problem, the daily press appeared to function as more of a thermometer than as a barometer in chronicling the rise of environmental concern. But once they were on the newsroom agenda, some environmental affairs were increasingly called to public attention, at least in the CT and NYT.
Some other sociologists have strikingly, albeit inadvertently, suggested that persons' conceptions of social reality can be importantly influenced by newspersons. Lyman et al. (1973:474) , for example, attributed the "sudden emergence" of "the pollution issue" to the Santa Barbara "oil O'Meara, 1978) , plotted against "stages in the natural history of social problems" (Spector and Kitsuse, 1977) . slick disaster" and its "intense media coverage" as "the generating symbol of eco-activism." I. But others such as Harry et al. (1969) have traced the rise of environmental action back to mountain-climbing groups prominent in the news in the Pacific Northwest. Morrison et al. (1972) saw Earth Day 1970 as the touchstone of environmentalism, emphasizing that the Earth-Day concept was pioneered and extensively covered in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Yet two Canadian sociologists (Sewell and Foster, 1971:123) , with a more global orientation, see "support for environmental improvement" as "international" in its origins.
Trends in environmental reportage for the Chicago Tribune (---) and the New York Times (--) (from
These various (e.g., regional) viewpoints at least suggest generally the idea that the "real world" is in part what convenient communication media help us see and hear. But the bulk of the most systematic evidence we have discussed so far suggests more specifically that, if the NYT and CT are representive, the daily press does not seem initially to have operated as effectively as did other modes of communication in this society-interpersonal, conversations, newsletters, the proceedings of scientific associations, the publication of journal articles and books-to provide early environmental claims-makers a platform and help define the core concepts of the emerging social problem. At least in the case of the construction of environmental degradation as a social problem, the daily press appears to have been a somewhat tardy and halting adopter of views already conceptualized and considerably discussed elsewhere.
But why was the daily press more thermometer than barometer? Past social research can supply seven overlapping lines of explanations worth considering here at some length because of their general significance.
1) Encountering Pressures from Publishers
Breed (1955), for example, described a potentially pervasive albeit subtle influence that newspaper publishers have on "news policy," through a process of "social control in the newsroom." It is evident that, beginning with vicious press attacks from the chemical industry on Rachel Carson and her Silent Spring in 1962, what was to become the environmental movement was (and is) often viewed by many conservatives as anti-business, even anti-American (see Allen, 1970) . To the extent they are representatives of "the system," newspaper publishers may very well have been reluctant to provide a platform for the early advocates of environmentalism. (When EarthDay in 1970 inadvertently coincided with Lenin's birthday, some publisher suspicions could have been confirmed.) Sellers and Jones (1973) and Schoenfeld (1980) both found reporters who had felt publisher pressures to dilute environmental coverage. One said, for example, "Part of the reason for my leaving [city] was my publisher's discovery that environmental writing is not noncontroversial. I had won several prizes for coastal-protection reporting-reporting later repudiated in editorials." l' Donohue et al. (1972) , however, argue that the press' role in a social system is instrumental to conflict resolution, tension control and community cohesion. They suggest that reporting conflict in the press can reach a level potentially dysfunctional to the social system of a community more readily in a small town than in a large city, and that because tension and conflict are best handled interpersonally in the small town, the press there assumes more of a "boosterism" or cohesion-14. Funkhouser (1973:536) used Santa Barbara as an indication that "the amount of coverage of an issue [doesl not necessarily bear any resemblance to the behavior of the facts of that issue." The spill was very photogenic-and within easy reach of TV network cameras, but in terms of its sustained impact on coastal zone ecology, the spill was "over-reported." 15. In describing the rise of an environmental counter-movement in the Southwest, Albrecht (1972:4) quoted newspaper editorials accusing "various 'consternationist' groups [of] doing the work of the Communists in curtailing electrical power production in the United States." building role, eschewing reports of local conflict within the social system. In the larger, more pluralistic social system, they maintain, because the press serves as a liaison among conflicting subsystems it contains more conflict-related information, although the large city press must also perform some distribution control of information which would dissipate tension and reinforce social cohesion. This model may suggest the dynamics behind the results of studies conducted in predominantly rural places such as Oregon and Kansas which found evidence of environmental "Afghanistanizing"-that is, the early tendency of the press in those studies to "deal with the problems of the community 'up the road apiece' rather than with local issues" (Hungerford and Lemert, 1973:475) . Its explanation of Murch's (1971) findings in Durham, North Carolina, also already mentioned, are less readily apparent, however. Griffin (1977) , in the study of daily newspaper environmental reporters noted earlier, found that reporters in small cities are much less likely than those in large cities to consider any form of pollution coverage as at least one of their main approaches to covering environment, even though both agreed about equally that some form of pollution is a significant problem in their communities.
2) Accomodating to Rural-Urban Differences in the Press' Role in Conflict Resolution

3) Meeting Criteria for Interpreting Events as News
Using Hall's (1973) three basic criteria of "news," would suggest a less conspiratorial hypothesis. Unlike the 1969 Santa Barbara oil spill, most environmental degradation was seldom linked with (a) an interesting, unusual, and/or significant (b) event (c) occurring in the past 24 hours. It was more like the slow evolution of the moonscape than a spectacular landing on the moon. Also, prior to 1970 there were no comprehensive government agencies to help "stage" environmental events. Without a series of news events to refer to, reporters could not really see the environment as a holistic concept until NEPA and Earth-Day made "news" (cf. Elliott, 1974) .
News is not a pure cultural product, but "the product of a set of institutional definitions and meanings, which, in the professional shorthand, is commonly referred to as 'news values'" (Hall, 1973:90) . It simply took time for holistic environmentalism to acquire news value in U.S. city rooms, despite the diligence-indeed, stridence-of early claims-makers. But categories of news, consistently produced over time, do tend to create space in the media (Hall, 1973) . Once such a legitimate news category has come into existence, different orders of meaning and association can be made to cluster together, and produce more media space. Hence the discovery of "the environment" as a social problem in 1969-70 had an effect on "news values," perhaps an even greater effect than environmental events would justify at anyone time. Indeed, Chase (1972) has argued that amateur "eco-freaks" borrowed McCarthy-like tactics to generate phoney EarthDay crises to jolt the public and were abetted by a press suddenly compliant with environmental claims-making.
4) Fitting the Daily Rhythm of the Press
Galtung and Ruge (1973) would explain the glacial emergence of environmental issues in a related way: every event has a "freqeuncy," a time-span needed for the event to unfold itself and acquire meaning. The less similar the frequency of the event is to the frequency of the news medium, the less likely it will be recorded as news by the news medium. The naturally slow process of environmental degradation was simply out of phase with the day-by-day time-frame of the press, prior to 1969. Once environmental issues burst into the consciousness of the daily press, however, we see what Rock (1973:77) calls a "self-generated paradigm": the environment became news simply because newspersons said it was news, with a resulting marked climb in coverage, also evident in Figure 1 .
5) Coping With Class Differences in Content and Style of Communication
Another possible explanation for the slow press recognition of holistic environmental news is what might be called the lack of "class consonance" between early environmental claims-makers and reporters-editors. Earlier analyses of "moral entrepreneurs" (e.g., Gusfield, 1963) suggest the importance of class consonance between claims-makers and agenda-setters. Almost without exception those voicing early warnings were university scholars'6-the Aliens, Caldwells, Coles, Commoners, Dasmanns, Ehrlichs, Hardins, Leopolds, McHargs, Osborns, Rienows, Strongs, Whites, Vogts-the list is long and distinguished (see Schoenfeld and Disinger, 1978) . They formed quite sophisticated interest groups and, of course, tended to publish initially in scholarly journals, often deliberately avoiding capturing press attention lest their colleagues criticize them for "popularizing" complex subjects. Such scholars do not readily fraternize with press people, or vice versa. Schoenfeld (1980) quotes one reporter who labeled such early environmentalists "pretty feckless-they didn't know how to stage media events." Another said "they had no imagination," a third, that they were "nothing but common scolds." Early environmental claims-makers and the working press quite clearly worked in different social worlds.
What is more, the press tends to cover events and not necessarily their meanings (Epstein, 1973) , particularly when those meanings are as obscure as were those of early environmental events. In trying to be (or seem) objective, the press tends to be skeptical in its news columns, not jumping on every bandwagon. Editors may have been wary of early environmental claims-makers because they seemed too much like flying-saucer fanatics. By 1969-1970, however, adroit oldline conservation organizations and their public relations people were reoriented more toward the environment. Environmentalism was institutionalized in many government departments and commissions-federal, state, regional and municipal. Once those bureaucracies were staffed with professionals and managers in class consonance with reporters and editors, "the environment" changed quickly and markedly. Environmental issues gained stable press salience both because the issues had become professionalized-"de-scholared"-and because they had been placed in the care of people who not only "spoke the same language" as reporters and editors but were adept at creating the interpersonal communication that leads to space in the press. This is not to imply, of course, that all social problems must first be legitimized by sophisticated interest-group concern and by attention in government before attracting press attention, nor that sophisticated interest groups can always eventually get their concerns on the press agenda. We are merely noting that, again, the "information diffusion" model developed by Tichenor et al. (1973) is accurate in this case, of the evolution of holistic environmentalism as a social problem.
6) Coopting News Promotion Processes
But there is also another factor to consider in trying to explain such a development. Initially there were virtually no "card-carrying" environmentalists in the working press, but by they had begun to infiltrate, as it were, and to engage in environmental reporting as purposive behavior. In considering such processes generally, Molotch and Lester, deemphasizing the objectivity of "reality," emphasize that events-"news"-are the result of practical, purposive and creative activities on the part of news promoters, news assemblers and news consumers. (By "promoting," they mean that "an actor, in attending to an occurrence, helps to make that occurrence available to others" [Molotch and Lester, 1974:1011.) Boorstein (1961) and others have somewhat similarly emphasized that the general role of PR people is that of arranger of staged events and, in this case, to an important degree "the environment" itself was the creation of Senator Gaylord Nelson, Denis Hayes, and the other organizers of Earth-Day. That sort of pro-16. As a matter of fact, virtually all of what were to become the concepts of environmentalism had been outlined-without use of that term-by scientists in three books appearing simultaneously as early as 1948-49: Aldo Leopold's Sand County Almanac, Fairfield Osborn's Our Plundered Planet, and William Vogt's Road to Survival. Neither the press nor the public paid any attention at the time (see Nash, 1978) . motion is by now a commonplace, but it is still strange to many to conceive of what we term reporters, for example, as news promoters or arrangers, not merely as assemblers. But some environmental writers and their editors quoted in Omohundro (1977:2) , for example, are very conscious indeed that a reporter can literally "make things happen." Schoenfeld's study (1980) of environmental reporters makes it clear that many see themselves today as participants in a public policy-making process. Tuchman (1973) has offered what is probably the most powerful line of explanation pertinent here in showing how news persons systematically decrease the variability of happenings that form the raw material of news, in order to process unexpected events routinely and expeditiously. One essential "routinizing" device is the assignment of "the beat" -courts, city hall, education, business, farm and so on. The problem with "the environment," as we have indicated, was that it was too broad to fit neatly or consistently into anyone conventional beat. As an environmental reporter has described "a classic environmental story," it was "a business-medical-scientificeconomic-political-social-pollution story" (Schoenfeld, 1980) . That "the environment" defied routinization might alone explain why the daily press was slow to get into the complicated subject at any depth. The difficulty involved was something like the plight of the typical city editor faced with providing responsible coverage of LSD phenomena, as outlined by Braden (1973) . Who might be assigned to LSD? The medical writer? The religion editor? The police reporter?
7) Fitting the Press "Beats" that Routinize News Production
The new cub reporter with a degree in sociology? The travel editor experienced in "trips?" Stories about the environment had no clear place to go in newsrooms until "the environment beat" emerged in -70 (see Halmos, 1969 , and Tunstall, 1970 .
Through some combining and reordering of this review of general factors affecting the speed, scope, depth and style of press coverage of environmental news, we can try to identify five "predisposing conditions" helping determine the general extent of daily press involvement in the early phases of the construction of a social problem:
First, the problem probably must be such that claims-makers can provide the press with a continuing series of "news" events befitting newsroom values.
Second, the problem ,Jrobably must be indigenous to one of the established stylized "beats" routinely employed by daily newspapers.
Third, early claims-makers and editors-reporters must have some class consonance, if not in politicaleconomic interests at least in modes of communication and in ease of social and vocational contact.
Fourth, participant-type journalists must infiltrate newsrooms rapidly. Finally, and perhaps most speculatively, the claims-makers and their proposed solutions must not be viewed by publishers as representing a serious economic threat.
MORE RECENT ASSESSMENTS OF THE PRESS AND ITS ROLE
That we can identify such an array of interacting conditions needing refinement in further research, does not imply, of course, that it is necessary for the daily press to contribute much to early claims-making in order for a social problem to emerge and develop. All of our earlier sections showed in various ways that environmentalism came about because "issue entrepreneurs" grasped an ecological imperative and mobilized concern among an increasingly widening circle sans much attention in the press. The environmental message did not appear on the agenda of the daily press very extensively until legislative acts, staged events, and accidents (see Rubin and Sachs, 1973; Molotch and Lester, 1975) lent it salience. We would also acknowledge, but cannot discuss in detail here, that once on the press agenda, the environment is subject to becoming quite different from what it was perceived to be by the early positive environmental claims-makers attempting to construct for others a new social reality. Scholars, commentators and consumers differ extensively in their judgments of how well the press as a whole has done in "constructing the environment as a social problem," to use the Albrecht and Mauss (1975) terminology. 17 To note just a few of the more recent and general proenvironmental trends: Mitchell (1978) reported on a national survey funded by Resources For the Future, designed to make as rigorous a test as possible of the hypothesis that "environmentalism is an enduring concern." The interviewing took place in 1978, just weeks after California had voted for Proposition 13 by a 2-to-l margin, and the media had declared a "tax revolt" was spreading across the country. (During the interview period, the inflation rate topped 10 percent, and the well-publicized multimillion-dollar Tellico Dam stood uncompleted because of legislation protecting a tiny fish on the list of endangered species, the snail darter.) The conclusion was that "although the respondents are deeply concerned about inflation and taxes, their support of environmental protection is strong and unwavering, and their sympathy with the environmental movement is at a high level, with no sign of a backlash" (Mitchell, 1978:6) . If the RFF survey results are accurate, it is hard to see how such a pervasive public attitude could have been developed without considerable attention to environmental issues in the daily press since 1970.
That opinion also seems supported by Klessig's (1979) even more recent study in Wisconsin. He found that about eight out of ten people were interested in environmental issues, nearly seven out of ten believed taxes should be used to support a flow of environmental information, and that most got their environmental information from the media, rather than from talking to a specialist or taking a course. They also said they applied media information in their homes, on their jobs, in community debates and in recreational pursuits.
The conventional wisdom of recent sociological research, however, has been to the effect that environmentalism is a somewhat elitist upper middle-class social movement especially of Democrats (see Bailey, 1973; Con santini and Hanf, 1972; Dunlap, 1975; Harry et al., 1969; Koenig, 1975; McEvoy, 1972; Tognacci et al., 1972) . But Wohlwill (1979:85) has very recently argued that, at least in a recent California referendum on a coastal zone regulation act, "support for an environmental protection measure may cut across a wide spectrum of our society," irrespective of demographic data. The environment of environmentalism just may be changing, and it is quite probably in part because the press has finally added at least some environmental concepts to the press agenda.
What do reporters and editors themselves think of the state of the art of environmental reportage today? Like many other U.S. occupations and professions, contemporary journalism is ridden with dissent over the definition of responsible professional practice (Johnstone et al., 1976) . Rock's (1973) observation that the world is not arranged for reporting purposes is still quite true for work on environmental issues. Commoner's (1970) four "laws" of ecology are practically uncoverable in a stick of type: Everything is connected to everything else, everything has to go somewhere, there's no such thing as a free lunch, nature always bats last. So the purposive reporter, with what Leopold (1947:46) called "an ecological conscience," is still often caught between the rock of newsroom perceptions of what is "news" and the hard place of what he believes to be environmental reality. But some experienced environmental reporters are trying to 17. Valuable sources on this issue are: Dana (1969) ; Allen (1970) ; Barkley and Weissman (1970) ; Commoner (1970) ; Marx (1970) ; Faramelli (1971) ; Maloney and Siovansky (1971) ; Wiebe (1972) ; Althoff et al. (1973) ; Tichenor et al. (1973) ; Beane and Ross (1974) ; Novic and Sandman (1974) ; Sharma et al. (1975) ; Stamm et al. (1975) ; Dubos (1976) ; Johnstone et al. (1976); Bowman (1977 Bowman ( , 1978 ; Stamm and Grunig (1977) ; Mitchell (1978) ; Williams (1978) ; Scherer and Larson (1978) ; Cowen (1979) ; Eisenbud (1979) ; Klessig (1979) ; Sleeper (1979) ; Schoenfeld (1980) . find ways through, while retaining a keen sense of the everyday constraints under which any newsperson works. Casey Bukro (Chicago Tribune) put it this way:
The environmental writer's job is to try to put it all together. Too often, stories are written with one point of view or a limited set of facts, instead of showing how things relate to each other. How often do we see these relationships explored by the media? I'd like to see more "big picture" reporting-the kind that follows chains of events so the reader can understand, for example, why the snail darter is more than a threeinch fish and represents some larger issues.
Given the changing and trendy nature of our business, environmental issues will always need covering by somebody, whatever they call us. Do you give readers what they should know or something they will read? The challenge of the environmental beat is to convey a sense of immediacy and pertinence, usually by telling the story in human terms .... I try to find the human element while writing about an increasingly complex world of bewildering facts and figures. Every beat needs that, but this beat demands it (Schoenfeld, 1980) . NYT's Gladwin Hill stated even more strongly and sweepingly:
The environmental movement is probably the most extensive and profound event to hit the world since the Industrial Revolution-an entire new ethic, a tacit rejection of materialism in favor of a new scale of esthetic and artistic and spiritual satisfactions ... not to mention the forestalling of human extinction through destruction of our ecosystem. It's a bell that can't be unrung (Schoenfeld, 1980) .
SUMMARY
The environmental movement continues, then, and so does the work of the daily press. But we must end here by trying to summarize the main ideas we have brought out in various ways on the evolution of the environment as a social problem and the role of the press in that evolution. In doing so, we will rely extensively on Tuchman's (1978) general work on making news as constructing reality.
First, the news is captured in a large-meshed net, designed to catch big fish and let minnows slip through. In the early 1960's, positive environmental claims-makers were perceived as minnows, not fit for the regular reporting "beats," the strands in the news nets of that time, which did allow some space for various categories of news labeled "conservation." Class differences in styles of work and of discourse prevented reporters from more accurately perceiving the broad scope and deep significance of what the early environmental claims-makers were claiming was so important.
Second, the typical dispersion of reporters by territory, institutionalized specialization and topic mirrors the format of the newspaper itself-general front page, sports, women's, financial news and so on. Where was the early environmental news to be placed? It did not fit the standard format, where (unecologically) nothing is connected to anything. Some stories got put on the outdoor page, some in science columr..s, a few in the growing women's page (now "life styles" section), and some were mixed with consumer affairs. But most had no appropriate niche, except when an Ehrlich or a Commoner rated "op-edit" space by making especially emotional claims. These format conventions may well have reinforced any tendencies readers already had to see the environment in unrelated categories, keeping their social reality incompatible with that of environmental claims-makers. Even neutral event-oriented journalists can have unwitting effects like that on readers, effects related to the way newspapers have traditionally been produced.
Third, in Tuchman's effective metaphor, the news is a window on the world, and through its frame we learn of ourselves and others and how we are related. By 1969-70, the environmental imperative in all its manifest interdependencies had become so compelling of attention that the press simply had to respond more comprehensively. Hence the appearance of environmental reporters, environmental columns, even environmental sections. What had even very recently been virtually a shuttered window was, to quote Coleridge, now a "charmed, magic casement opening on the foam of perilous seas." The view was actually even broader and often included with disappearing wilderness, urban congestion, air pollution, lung disease, energy shortages, oil spills and-on the horizon-global starvation or holocaust, all interconnected. The press did respond slowly to that broader view but now has a new lexicon for interpreting the environment, and seems to be taking a somewhat more active role in creating it. Such efforts, however, are constrained not only by conditions affecting how claims-makers try to reach the press but by traditions affecting how the press interprets such efforts to change concepts of social reality.
